
Help Contents, Font Works Demo 
This Help file documents the limited-functionality demonstration version of Font Works 1.0 
from ElseWare Corporation. 
Feel free to distribute this demo to co-workers, friends, and electronic bulletin board 
systems. You may use this demo for evaluation purposes only; any other use requires you 
purchase a registered copy of Font Works.
Click on one of the following topics to learn more about Font Works.

Introducing Font Works
About this demo
The Font Works font list
PANOSE Typeface Matching System
Removing this demo from your system

To purchase Font Works, contact your reseller. 
Call 1-800-ELSEWARE for the dealer nearest you.

E L S E W A R E
101 Stewart Street Suite 700

Seattle, WA    98101
1-800-ELSEWARE
Fax 206-448-7220



 Welcome to the Font Works Demo!
Thank you for your interest in ElseWare Font Works . This special demo edition of Font 
Works is a limited-functionality version of the complete retail program.
Feel free to distribute this demo to co-workers, friends, and electronic bulletin board 
systems. You may use this demo for evaluation purposes only; any other use requires you 
purchase a registered copy of Font Works.
Click the button bar below to learn more about Font Works and what’s in this demo version, 
and to exit Help.



Introducing Font Works
Font Works is the first integrated font solution, containing a comprehensive library of high-
quality fonts and the tools to use them effectively. Font Works includes many features that 
make it easy to edit, print, and share documents:

A large library of high quality TrueType fonts. Font Works provides the variety 
you need to enhance the appearance of all your documents. It uses ElseWare’s new 
Infinifont

 technology to create TrueType fonts that use about one-fifth the disk space of other fonts. 
And the Font Works library guarantees you can use your printer fonts for faster printing and 
have accurate WYSIWYG onscreen display. 

See Font Works font list
Font management utilities. Keep your application font menus short and easy to 

use by hiding fonts you don’t use everyday. Organize all of your fonts (including TrueType 
and ATM fonts) individually or in groups. Open a document containing a hidden font and our 
unique OpenFont

 technology will automatically provide the font. Plus, you can view or print samples of each
font installed on your computer. 

A reliable font replacement solution. Ever share a document with co-workers, 
only to find you don’t have the same fonts installed? Windows usually replaces the missing 
font with Arial or Times New Roman, changing the line breaks and the look of the document.

The PANOSE Typeface Matching System  built into Font Works carefully matches 
fonts based on visual characteristics and character spacing (or "metrics"). PANOSE visually 
matches over 2,000 of the most popular TrueType and ATM fonts and preserves line endings 
for several hundred more. Plus, Font Works notifies you when it replaces a missing font and 
lets you review and edit the font replacements in each open document.

See PANOSE Typeface Matching System
Interactive advice on using type effectively. The Advisor makes it easy to 

choose the right fonts for your documents. Just provide a few details about the document 
you’re creating, and the Advisor suggests several pairs of fonts that work well together.The 
Type Tutor is an interactive online guide that teaches the fundamentals of working with 
type. Both the Type Tutor and the Advisor were written by Daniel Will-Harris, a popular 
author on typography.

Want more information on Font Works? Call 1-800-ELSEWARE.



 About the Font Works demo
This demo is missing some of the features contained in the full retail version Font Works. 
Specifically:

Reduced font library. This demo contains 39 fonts, not the full 152 included with 
the retail version. 

Limited font management. This demo version does not allow you to create or 
modify font groups. It does contain several predefined groups and lets you move them on 
and off application font menus.

Fewer PANOSE font replacements.    PANOSE typeface matching has been 
disabled in this demo version of Font Works. But, if you choose a printer font corresponding 
to one of the fonts in the demo, Font Works will provide a screen font even if you do not 
have one installed.

Fewer Advisor recommendations. The smaller font library reduces the number of 
recommendations available from the Advisor.

Abridged Type Tutor. The Type Tutor contains only three sample topics, compared 
to the 53 topics in the retail version.

No network administration features. This product does not support centralized 
network font management.



The Font Works font list
The retail version of Font Works contains 152 high quality TrueType fonts. Based on 
ElseWare’s new Infinifont technology, the entire font library uses about one-fifth the disk 
space of other font libraries. 
The Font Works font list includes a variety of classic text and display faces, some original 
designs, plus the screen fonts for H-P LaserJet and PostScript laser printers. If you format 
your documents using printer fonts, Font Works provides the matching screen font so you 
always get WYSIWYG on-screen display.
The list below highlights the major font families in the retail version of Font Works. The fonts 
included with this demo are indicated with an asterisk (*). Clicking the font name in the left 
column displays a sample of an actual ElseWare font. 

ElseWare font Compatible with ElseWare font Compatible with
Augusta EC* Albertus Metrostyle EC Extended Microstyle Extended
Bistro EC* Antique Olive Modal EC Futura
Bodoni EC CG Bodoni Modal EC Condensed Futura Condensed
Bookman EC* Bookman Old Style New Tribute EC* Times New Roman, Times
Cafe EC* ITC Souvenir Operina EC* CG Omega
Clarendon EC* Clarendon Ozzie EC Cooper
Courier EC* Courier Schoolbook EC Century Schoolbook
Etna EC Bembo Station EC Gill Sans
Garamond EC* Garamond Antiqua Station EC Condensed Gill Sans Condensed
Genera EC Univers Strider EC* ElseWare original
Genera EC Condensed Univers Condensed Stylus EC* Century Gothic, AvantGarde
Genera EC Extended Univers Extended Teras EC Lucida
Graphos EC ITC Lubalin Graph Teras Monospace EC Lucida Typewriter
Informa EC Arial, Helvetica Teras Sans EC Lucida Sans
Informa EC Narrow Arial Narrow, Helvetica 

Narrow
Tribute EC CG Times

Letter Sans EC Letter Gothic Village Oldstyle EC Goudy Old Style
Mentor EC* Book Antiqua, Palatino Wilmington EC Garth Graphic
Metrostyle EC Microstyle

PANOSE Typeface Matching System
Font Works includes the PANOSE Typeface Matching System, a new technology that provides 
a reliable font replacement solution for Windows, Macintosh, and other operating 
environments.
Like a nature guide that identifies a particular plant by classifying visual characteristics such 
as its bark or leaves, PANOSE uses a numbering system to represent key visual 
characteristics of a font, including contrast, proportion, and serif style. 
PANOSE numbers are stored in a database included with Font Works. The database can 
visually match over 2,000 popular TrueType and Type 1 fonts, and also provides matching 
line endings (or "metrics") for hundreds of the most popular fonts. 
When a document requests a missing font, PANOSE searches its database and finds the font 
with the nearest classification number. Font Works then uses that font in place of the 
original, missing font. Of course, you can turn to the Replacements page to view and edit the
current font replacements.
NOTE: The PANOSE matching has been limited in this demo version; see About the Font Works demo 
for more information.





Removing this demo from your system
After you’re finished evaluating the Font Works demo, you may want to remove it from your 
system. The setup program includes an option that quickly un-installs Font Works.

To remove Font Works from your system:
1 Insert the Font Works demo diskette in drive A:. 
2 Choose the Run command from the Edit menu in either the Windows Program 

Manager or File Manager.
The Run dialog box appears.

3 Type a:\setup in the Command Line box and choose OK.
The install program appears and displays a prompt confirming that Font Works is 
installed on your system.

4 Choose the Remove button.
The setup program will restart Windows and remove Font Works from your system.



PANOSE Typeface Matching System
PANOSE visually describes and matches fonts
using key visual characteristics. When you 
open a document containing a font that’s not
on your system, PANOSE finds the closest 
replacement.

Infinifont
A new technology for creating TrueType fonts.
Instead of reading font information from large
(30-60K) files on your disk, Infinifont uses 
small (3K) descriptor files to create fonts in 
memory when they’re needed. The Font 
Works font library uses five times less disk 
space than other TrueType fonts.

printer font
A font that is built into the printer’s ROM. 
Using printer fonts provides faster print 
performance than downloading a font. Most 
application font lists include a small printer 
symbol  next to printer fonts.

font replacement
Font replacement occurs when you open a 
document containing a font not installed on 
your computer.

hidden font
Hidden fonts are installed fonts that don’t 
appear on the font lists in your Windows 
applications. If you open a document that 
requests a hidden font, however, Font Works 
will provide the font.







































































 




